
 

 

This fall, as we attempt to get back to a “normal” fall semester on College Hill, health and safety 
remain our paramount concerns. We are hopeful that across the country and around the world, 
conditions will continue to improve throughout the year. However, significant progress still remains, 
and we are aware that this year’s admission process will again require adjustments as we uphold 
our commitment to safety and equity.  

We are guided by two critical issues in our planning for the year ahead: 

1. The Common Application goes live on August 1 and our policies must be clearly articulated 
by that date. 

2. COVID infection rates are currently rising in all 50 states, with rates doubling in the past 
month (CDC), while the emergence of the Delta variant has created new public health 
concerns. 

We shared last fall that we made the difficult decision to suspend the Alumni Interview Program for 
one year, and would evaluate that change before the next admission cycle. Recognizing the 
constraints with which we are again confronted this year, we will extend the suspension of the 
Alumni Interview Program for 2021-22 admission cycle.  

Informing our decision were a number of other important factors: 

● Survey results from admitted students 
● The success of our focus on connecting alumni with admitted students; this effort helped us 

achieve our highest yield (the share of admitted students who accept our offer of admission) 
in history, at nearly 70%  

● The number of applicants seeking an interview has been outpacing the number of alumni 
volunteers available for many years 

● In the 2019-20 admission cycle, over 8,000 applicants who requested an interview were not 
able to receive an interview  

● The applicant pool for the 2020-21 admission cycle was over 46,000, constituting a 27% 
increase over the prior year 

● Consistent disappointment from alumni that so many applicants with whom they meet are 
ultimately not granted admission 

With vaccination rates and the pace of recovery from the pandemic varying substantially by region 
around the world, it remains unfeasible to broadly offer in-person interviews to all applicants this 
year. Meanwhile, the technical challenges of ensuring access to virtual interviews persist, and we 
are confronted with very real equity concerns. 

https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#trends_dailytrendscases


Other peer institutions face similar challenges, and some of these institutions have opted to pursue 
virtual interviews again this year with a model that requires a selection process for interview 
eligibility. While this process has some advantages, we also know that it prompts applicants to feel 
uncertain about their admission status and excluded from a benefit to which their peers may have 
access. Instead, the two-minute Video Introduction we encouraged applicants to submit last year 
remains available to everyone, and allows students to share their story in exactly their own words. 

While we anticipate that the Video Introduction will again offer an equitable, accessible and personal 
way for us to hear directly from students in the admission process this year, we recognize the 
irreplaceable ambassadorial role alumni hold in the admission process. We truly appreciate the 
committed alumni volunteers who have connected with scores of applicants through the Alumni 
Interview Program, and we continue to explore ways in which Brunonians may share their 
experience with future members of this inspiring community. We hope you are able to engage with 
Brown in other ways this year, and will be in touch throughout the year to share opportunities for 
involvement with the admission process. 

Sincerely, 

Logan Powell 
Dean of Admission 

Mandy Tachiki ‘95 
Alumni Interviewing Program Global Chair 

https://admission.brown.edu/first-year/video-introduction-alumni-interview
https://admission.brown.edu/first-year/video-introduction-alumni-interview

